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Stormworks: Build and Rescue Game Ocean is
an amazing simulation game.n] DIY car
repairs, lift and bay rentals, and other

garages.~Big Troika - [painter]Anime artwork
/manga with elements of Half-Life: Assassin's
Creed and Star Wars, in which the player will

serve Victor Cage, who lives in the distant
future under the name James Trent. n'Digital

Castle - [Puzzle/Fantasy] An arcade genre with
a top-down view, but with many RPG

elements, which gives an advantage in passing
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the game over familiar ones.z] Zim Thieves -
[player] Another very interesting variation on

the theme everyone's favorite "Pokemon",
which tells the adventures of a young teenager
called "Chains".n] Fireball (Fireball) - a first-
person game that takes the player into a world

built on the basis of physics and high-
frequency physics. Control functions will be
similar to the original, and the player can be

besieged at a certain point and when a piece of
flame hits a certain point on the ground, a
fireball will appear that will fly around the
player. Fireball games are among the most
popular among computer games. Kalypso

Game Studios announced the release of its new
game called Mega Bloks, the release is
scheduled for August 2. The name is

mysterious, because there is nothing left of the
original in it, but, nevertheless, the game is

played quite easily. One of the main features is
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the third-person action. There is an
opportunity to select items from the hero's
inventory, which can be moved around the
map. In this case, the player will see what is

happening behind his back. Sound effects are
not a priority, however, the music enhances the

game. According to the plot, the player will
have to confront the invincible Garrosh, but

the game is not limited to one series. It is
worth noting that the game works with 2 GB of

RAM, but this is a matter of time. There are
spell blocks in the game - square blocks with
blue (Z or +1). Next, the blocks are turned

over, and the player sees where to direct the
arrow. Interestingly, different types of arrows
need to be thrown at different levels. There is
also the ability to create your own projectiles

that can surprise players, and
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